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Preface 
Technical development, improving indices of the specific consumption 
of condensing power stations an d the gradual transformation of the structure 
of euergy carriers have introduced a new concept and new trends in district 
heating systems. The production of heat by the individual plants has once 
more become an attractive solution and new modern heating systems have 
been developed. Not only urbanisation, the provision of public utilities and 
the evolution of the infrastructure but communal and industrial consumers, 
too, require more up-to-date, more hygienic and better heat supply. It is nec-
essary, therefore, to study whether or not the existing heating power stations 
can be operated more economically and under what conditions could new plants 
be built to produce both heat and energy. In addition, with a higher standard 
of development and better public supplies, the disproportion between power 
consumption during the daytime and the night hours has increased, causing 
difficulties in the satisfaction of the need for electric power during peak periods. 
It was the study of these two major problems which has given birth 
to the idea of operating heating power stations to cover peak consumption. 
"The running of heating stations to meet demand during consumption 
peaks is a regime in which, making use of the heat storage capacity of the net-
work and of the heated plant, the station supplies the possible maximum elec-
tric energy during the period of consumption peaks [1-4]." 
This meant parting with the previous concept according to which a heat-
ing power station's only function is to meet the demand for heat. An optimum 
method of operation had to be developed which serves the interests of both 
the power generating plant and the heated object. 
Up to recently our examinations extended to the effect of periodic oper-
ation (to cover peak loads) upon the inside temperature of heated rooms 
[5, 6], and to pipe systems carrying hot water from the plant, routed above 
the surface [7, 8]. In the latter case, i.e. with free standing lines above ground 
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ambient temperature can he assumed to he constant and this assumption 
simplifies the examinations. 
In the present paper, howeyer, we intend to take consideration also of 
the heat storage capacity of the soil and of the temperature yariations close 
to the heated pipe. 
1. The method applied 
We approached the prohlcm in several steps. 
a) In the experimental rig we measured the heat loss, respectiyely the 
set of isotherms suitable to calculate it in hoth stationary and periodic opera-
tion; 
b) \Ve elahorated a general solution to formulate and compute the equa-
tion of the isotherms. 
c) \Ve suhstituted the geometry and the thermodynamic features of 
the measuring device into the calculation formulas and checked upon the 
agreement hetween measured and calculated values. 
d) In the said manner we confirmed the correctnes;:; of the calculation 
method and determined the pattern of the heat los;:;es likely to occur in a full-
size equipment. 
e) We confirmed the process qualitatively by the findings of a previous 
model experiment. 
f) On the hasis of the ahoye we have estahlished that reasonahly safe 
conclusions may he dra'wn for the effects of periodic operation also for under-
ground transmission lines. 
And now let us descrihe the process in greater detail. 
2. The experiment. l\'Ieasurement results 
For the purposes of measurements a large wooden hox had been proyided, 
filled with clean sand. In its centre a pair of pipes - forward and return 
were fitted, the latter provided with cut-off facilities. This arrangement en-
ahled the determination of the set of isotherms forming around one, or both, 
pipes as required (see Fig. 1). To measure the rate of the cooling down of hot 
water, thermometers were fixed to either end of the hox. In the mid-line of 
the box, mounted to wooden frames, very small resistance thermometers made 
of Ni wire were positioned, each connected to a compensograph, for the re-
cording of the temperatures around the pipes. Hot 'water was delivered to the 
set-up from a heat exchanger heated with saturated steam the volume of 
which was controlled by a suitable valve. To cool down the water between the 
forward and return pipes a calorifer was available. 
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First stationary operation was studied. At a forwanl water temperature 
of no °C we measured the set of isotherms around the pipes then, manipulat-
ing the steam valve "')" of Figure 1 aeeording to a present programme, we 
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Fig. 1. Arrangement of a heat loss measuring apparatus. 1: Steam distribution: 2: Steam con-
trol yaIue: 3: Condensing tank: 4: Steam-Hot water heat exchang;er: 5: :\Ieasuring case: 6: Hot 
water forward conduit: 7: Hot water return conduit: 8: Hot water trunk conduit: 9: Thermal 
yentiIator for water cooling: 10: :\Ieasurillg frames 
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Fig. 2. Periodical change of the temperature of the fOT\,oard streaming "oater 
cause the temperature to vary periodically (Fig. 2). The function so measured 
fairly approximated the sine function eonsidered in the calculation. The pattern 
of the isotherms was again recorded. Fig. 3 shows the curves plotted during 
stationary and periodic operation, respectively, i.e. the temperatures measured 
on different radii starting out from the midline of the pipe, in function of time. 
Here follows the description of the calculation process. 
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Fig. 3. Isotherms around a heated tube (conduit). ---- Curves of calculated values; 
.•••• Curves of measured values 
3. The equation of the isotherms 
We set out from the differential equation 
a2 f} 1 af} 1 aD 
+---- =----
ar2 r ar a aT 
(1) 
which describes the temperatures arising around a cylindrical body [9] where 
{} designates the excess temperature (the temperature above that of the 
surroundings) in QC 
r the radii in m 
-c time in hours 
a the heat conduction factor of the soil around the pipe in m2jh, a > 0 
Assuming a radius of r 1 r < 00 which, in our case, is equal to the 
outer circumference of the pipe, temperature will vary according to a given 
periodic function 
(2) 
Iu infinity excess temperature becomes zero, i.e. the temperature around 
the pipe, in infinity, is the same as that of the surroundings. 
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Note: In the present chapter peak operation has always been substituted with a sine 
function. As proved above, measurements too had been performed with such substitution, in 
order to simplify calculations. 
The problem has no initial conditions, the solution assumes the form of 
f} eiwr R(r) (3) 
2;-z: 
where W = -, "Co stands for the length of the period (h). 
"Co 
Substituting the value of f} according to (3) into the differential equation 
(1) we arrive at 
(la) 
whence we obtain 
RfI+~R' (lb) 
r 
differential equation of the Bessel type. Resolved it yields 
(lc) 
To select Cl and C2 the following conditions may apply: If r -+ 00 then 
the first member, too, tends toward infinity. Therefore, in conformity with 
the boundary condition, Cl may be equal to 0; since C2 is arbitrary, let it, for 
the time being, be equal to l.0. 
Accordingly: 
(3a) 
= cos u)T' ker(v-¥ r) - sinw"C, keilV : r) + 
+ i l sin u)"C' ker (V: r) + cos WT' kei (l/: r)] 
where "ker" and "kei" denote the real and imaginary parts of Kelvin's func-
tion [10, 11]. 
Both the real and the imaginary parts provide a resolution to the dif-
ferential equation. 
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Let fj' be the real, fj" the imaginary part and let C' and C" be arbitrary 
constants. If so, then 
1(1) 
[ 
, r-
fj' = C' cos (lJT. ker (1 a r) (3b) 
c,," " 0) . ! (t) 
[ ( 
-- ) ( r- J 
tJ = C sin (l)T • ker } -;;- r + cos (l)T' kel l-;;- rJ (3c) 
Since both B' and l?" represent a solution to the equation, their sum, 
too, is one and: 
{) ={) + {)" = [Cl ker (1 C" kei (Y c: rJ J cos WT + 
(3d) 
Cl kei (y : r)J sin (t)T 
The determination of the C' and C" constants is as follows: if the pipe radius 
r 1 is a definite Qumber and the period time of TO is known then a heat conduc-
tion factor of the sand around the pipe 
r (1 ! (I) ) kei' a r 1 (4) 
can he calc'lllated. The boundary condition 
is the periodic time temperature function taking place around the outer 
circumference of the pipe. Likewise 
lim fj(r, T) 0 
T_= 
which means that in infinity the ambient temperature will he attained. 
It may he written that 
whence 
rc' 
-.JCI 
.JC" = 0 I 
rc" = C3 
--,/1 Cl = __ ----'_ 
(4a) 
(4b) 
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Substituting them into the relationship (3d), a correlation well suited for the 
calculation will be obtained: 
{}(r. i) (J))J -a r sin roi + 
Now let us substitute the measurement results. 
4. Calculation with the geometric and 
thermodynamic features of the measuring rig 
(3e) 
The pipe diameter is N dia 80 mm. Therewith the outer radius will be 
0.04,5 m (Fig. 3). 
In an eight-hour period the yalue of (!) -will be 
2:r (0=-= 
io 
:r 
= 0.995/h 
4 
Substituting the thermodynamic properties according to [12] the heat 
conduction factor of sand is 
;. 1.0 1.62310-3 m 2jh a 
CQ 0.44 ·1400 
fl i (J) -The yalue 0 _- rI' accordingly, will be: a 
1 (~ 1"1 = y:~-3 . 0.04-5 = 1.ll5 
r = ker 1.ll5 = 0.2147 r = 0.046 
.11 = kei 1.ll5 = -0.4550 0.207 
As yerified by calculations (Fig. 2): 
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therefore, on the basis of equation (4b) we may write that 
C'= 
C"= 
(-0.455)·38 
0.046+0.207 
68.2 
0.2147·38 
0.046+0.207 
= 32.3 
Now the T radii may be substituted into Eq. (3e). Obviously, the "mea-
sured" values in Fig. 3 will be chosen. The following values will be calculated: 
T = 0.07 m 
T = 0.1 ill 
r = 0.125 m 
As an example, let 
r be 0.07 m 
This would mean that the wave is examined at a distance of 
r - r1 = 0.07 - 0.045 = 0.025 m 
away from the pipe wall. 
Substituting this into Eq. (3e): 
H(r, c) = [68.2 ker (24.8 . 0.07) + 32.3 kei (24.8 . 0.07)] cos un + 
[32.3 ker (24.8 . 0.07) - 68.2 kei (24.8 . 0.07)] sin un 
from the table functions ker and kei will be [10, 11] 
and thereby 
ker (24.8 . 0.07) = -0.0036 
kei (24.8 . 0.07) = -0.2649 
fJ(r, c) = 8.795 cos Wc + 17.984 sin Wc 
In this manner the pattern of the function #(r, r) can be determined for 
each radius. The problem still awaiting solution is to find the isotherms in sta-
tionary operation around which the so calculated periodic function would 
fluctuate. These isotherms must obviously be established from the heat loss. 
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The heat loss during the measurement is as follows: 
2n· 2.5 ·1.0 (110 - 26) = 620 kcaljh 
In 0.75 
(5a) 
2·0.045 
where, in addition to tht~ previous symbols 
te denotes the mean forward going water temperature and, according to our 
conditions, also the temperature of the pipe circumference (110 cC): 
ta the external surface temperature of the box: 26°C: 
L the length of the box: 
da the outer diameter which corresponds to the external dim~nsions of the 
box (m). 
On the basis of (5a) the equation of the isotherms will assume the follow-
ing form: 
Q 2r 
--In-
2nLi. 2rl 
Illustrating it with the previous example of r = 0.07 m: 
620 In 2·0.07 = 92.6 QC 
2·2.5·1.0 2·0.045 
(5b) 
Performing this calculation for each radius we will be able to tally the 
measured and calculated data. Fig. 3 accordingly includes two-two (measured 
and calculated) sets of lines, namely, the pattern of soil temperature along 
various r radii away from the pipe eireumference first at eonstant then at 
periodieally varying water temperatures (or, in our ease at constant and pe-
riodieally varying temperature of the pipe eireumferenee). As seen from the 
figure the measured and caleulated values show a fair agreement, proving that 
the caleulation process may safely be aecepted and used to study the problem 
and elueidate the variations of the isotherms in underground pipe systems dur-
ing periodie peak operation in full size equipment. 
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5. Calculating the heat loss and the pattern 
of the isotherms in full size equipment 
When studying this problem we followed this train of thoughts: 
a) We assumed a harmonic function which approximates the actual 
~onditions of peak operation under extreme conditions, i.e. a maximum tem-
perature of 150 cC, a trough temperature of 70 8C. Since no such fluctuations 
of the forward flowing water temperature have ever been encountered in power 
stations, this case may be regarded as the theoretically most unfavol.uable. 
To approximate actual conditions (on peak run a day) we chose twenty-four-
hour periods. This gave a 40 =C amplitude of the function and a period duratioil 
of eight hours. 
b) Vl e studied the temperature pattern around pipes of 100, 200, 500 
and 600 mm diameter. The fact that no thermal insulation had been assumed 
again shifted the calculations towards the least favourable case. The tempera-
turc field 'was calculated and established at 2.5-5.0 and 10.0 cm away from 
the pipe circumference. It was found that the periodic function subsides very 
rapidly in the coil. 
c) In the ncxt step we sought for that radius (respectively that distance 
from the pipe wall) at which the amplitude of the temperature fluctuations 
due to intermittent - peak - operation went below 2°C. These distances 
were measured and plotted in function of the pipe diameters. 
Since the distances were very small, it was provcd that underground the 
effect of peak running would subside within a very short distance even in 
extremely unfavourable cases, which never occur in practice. Thereafter the 
heat loss can be readily calculated in the same way as in traditionally operated 
transmission lines, i.e. systems ran at constant tcmperature round the clock. 
Some more essential numerical steps in the calculation had been: 
9. 
(I) = _7T = 0.2615/h 
24 . 
The heat conduction factor a of the soil was taken to be identical with 
the previous value of (/,and' Therefore 
1· (I) ! -;;- = 12.7/m 
Taking into consideration the different pipe diameters the values of 
1· ~W. -r a 1 
of C' and C" were compiled 111 Table 1. 
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Table I 
Complementary values for the application of relationship (3e) 
:Xominal External 
pipe pipe w 
C' C" diameter radiu5 -; r t 
[mm] [m] 
100 0.05! 0,685 34.4 32.9 
200 0.108 1.371 101.0 26,3 
500 0.2605 3.31 259.0 -561.0 
600 0.311 3.95 -25.08 -1060 
The values substituted consecutiyelv into relationship (3e) yield the 
pattern of periodic wayes. 
In Table II the yalues of r and of 
V: r 
were compiled as a function of distances measured from the pipe wall while 
Table III indicatf's the distances at which amplitude drops to < 2 QC. 
Pipe 
diameter 
[mm] 
100 
200 
500 
r [m) 
0.079 
0.133 
0.2855 
2.5 
Table Il 
The yalues of r and of 
Distance from pipe wall mea!>ured in cm 
1.003 
1.69 
3.625 
5.0 
rIm] 
0.104 
0.158 
0.3105 
Table III 
Twia r 
1.32 
2.01 
3.945 
r[m) 
0.154 
0.208 
0,3605 
The distances where amplitude is Jess than 2 QC 
Pipe Distance from r 1> diameter pipe wall [Ill] [mmJ [cmJ 
100 25 0.304 3.86 
200 27 0.378 4.81 
500 30 0.5605 7.11 
600 30 0.611 7.76 
10.0 
1.956 
2.645 
4.58 
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Having substituted the figures of Tables I, U and UI into the relation-
ship (3e) we obtained the equations of the periodic waves. For the graphic illus-
tration it was necessary also to determine the temperature of the isotherms 
along the radii T for the case if the pipes would carry water at a constant tem-
f 0 QC ISO + '/0 QC perature 0 H = n • 
... 
For the calculation of the isotherms we found information in Reference 
[13]: 
where 
q designates the heat losses along the pipe-line [kcal/rm, h] 
;. the heat conduction factor of the soil [kcal/m, h, QC] 
(6) 
while the designations of u, v, h are seen in Fig. 4 which indicates, in actual 
figures, the geometry of the isotherms and the arrangement of the 100 mm dia-
meter pipe. 
On the basis of [14] soil temperature of 6 QC had been assumed for the 
calculation. According to Fig. 4 the heat loss per running metre in a pipe of 
100 mm diameter amounts to 
q 
(HO ---6)· 4n ·1.0 
In 0.0542+(2 ,1.5)2 
0.0542 
= 162.5 kcal/rm, h 
Other heat loss yalues and isotherms are shown in Table IY. 
Table IV 
The heat loss per running metre and the numerical value of the isotherms 
Pipe 
diameter 
[mm] 
100 
200 
500 
162.5 
200.0 
267.0 
100.1 
103.5 
105.4 
Distance from pipe wall in terms of ems 
92.9 
98.1 
102.6 
10 
82.9 
89.5 
96.4 
The figures designate the temperature of the isotherms in degrees centigrade (OC) 
30 
78.0 
Thereafter the function fJ(r, r) could be plotted without any difficulty 
whatsoever (Fig. 5). It clearly shows the effect of the pipe diameter and the 
"-'subsidence" of the periodic function. 
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Fig. 4. Determination of the isotherms: symLoJs~ and dimensions 
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Fig. 5. botherms around a heated tube 
Fig. 6 indicates the distance at which the effect of peak operation has 
completely subsided, for different pipe diameters. 
The calculation eloquently proyes that assuming even an extreme case 
-- 500 mm diameter non-insulated pipe and peak running between 150 and 
70 cC the fluctuations will subside within a ring of 30 cm thickness. This 
in fact confirms that for the determination of heat losses we may safely ac-
count with constant ambient temperature also in pipes routed underground. 
,Ve could qualitatively yerify this statement also on the basis of a model 
experimf'nt we had carried out earlier. 
6 
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6. The model experiment 
In a previous article we de:3cribed the electric model composed to sim-
ulate the electric tillle funetion for peak operation, in which the isotherms 
had been substituted hy lilles of COll:3tant voltage. Th" measured and calcu-
latecl data showed close agreement. The electric time function represented ex-
tremely unfavourable conditions for peak operatiun with a 50 =C difference 
in the forward-going water temperature during peaks and troughs, respec-
tively, and four-hour peak running periods. In this particular ease differences 
were ohsenred at the 35 :C isotherm only while the 25 :C isotherm showc(l no 
longel' any effect of intermittent operation. Since the 35 :C isotherm was at 
a distance of approximately 25 cm from the wall of the 300 mm diameter 
pipe, the model proved heyond doubt that the experiment supported our 
theory. 
SmHlllal'Y 
The paper proves that in conformity with an e,-aluatioll of the effects of peak operation 
by measurements, calculations and a model experiment. the temperature close to pipelines 
routed underground may be assumed to be constant. Authors_ accordingly, succeeded in elu-
cidating the pattern of heat losses in transmission pipes led hoth on the surface and under-
ground. as well as the heat losses in the inside temperature of heated premises, due to peak 
operation. This, ultimately, enables the consideration and calcnlation of every possihle factor 
relating to this novel type of operation. 
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